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Manhole cover E600
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DESCRIPTION
Watertight machined round-frame manhole cover, E600 heavy 
traffi  c.

ADVANTAGES PRODUCT
Silence and stability
•Cover machined with EPDM joint ensuring sealing and stability.
•Antiskid design for low noise nuisance
•Waterproofness is ensured by tightening on 3 points.
•Waterproof under pressure or vacuum
•Protection of locking screws using caps.
Implementation and use
•2 handling rings on the base of frame.
•Reinforced frame, particularly rigid, with a base of frame little 
perforated, provide a large supporting surface for an eff ective 
sealing.

•4 holes on the base of frame for a possible pegging.
•Pad fi tted with an anti-rotation tab.
•2 waterproof gripping points for opening with a pie or hook.
•Locking and unlocking with a « allen » 14 mm type key.

MATERIAL
Ductile iron GJS 500-7 depending on EN1563

PLACE OF INSTALLATION
Group 5, class E600 → see EN124-1
Specially designed for heavily traffi  ched roads.  Also suitable for 
areas such as airplane runways and docks.
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REFERENCE ARTICLE N° ARTICLE N° COPRO KG PACKING

USI-J 850 round watertight 844034 0452/0239 100 9

EPDM seal
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https://fondatel.com/index.php/environmental-policy-2/?lang=en
https://qr.co2logic.com/52518ea7746fcbbcc911c6b2a8873e80

The validity of  the data sheet can be checked using the device article n° 
COPRO on the COPRO website.  https://extranet.copro.eu/en/Sheets
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ENVIRONMENT
0 kg CO₂/product through compensation (*)
(*) Following our balance sheet of  carbon dioxide emissions, Fondatel made an action 
plan to reduce its carbon dioxide emissions with 20% latest 2025 following European 
regulations. 
In order to compensate actual balance of  emissions which can’t yet be avoided, 
Fondatel engaged itself  to invest into certified climate projects, which themselves help 
to lower global carbon emissions and present multiple gains described in the list of  
Objectives of  Sustainable Development by United Nations.

Compensaiton is 208,00 kg CO²/product

CERTIFICATION THIRD PARTY
Copro

OPTION
•Marking/logo on request

VARIANTS
•Version without lock (USI 850 J) 
•Version without lock and seal (USI 850).

USI 850 J WATERTIGHT
Manhole cover E600


